
```
I’m a results oriented Software Developer with 9 years of experience,
with contributions spanning from greenfield projects to well
established products and working at outsourcing and startup
environments.

I’ve done work maintaining and adding new functionality to big
monoliths serving hundreds of thousands of concurrent users, deploying
to Kubernetes clusters at AWS via automated pipelines, migrating
applications to AWS Lambda functions, systems integrations and building
developer focused tooling.
```

Skills & Tooling;

Here are a few of the tech I use in my day-to-day:
[

⬝ Node.js,
⬝ Javascript/Typescript,
⬝ Express.js,
⬝ Jest,
⬝ MongoDB,
⬝ PostgreSQL,
⬝ Docker,
⬝ Kubernetes,
⬝ Github Actions,
⬝ AWS Lambda,
⬝ AWS EC2,
⬝ AWS S3,

]

Active Personal Projects;

framed-commands github.com/thassiov/framed-commands
A snippet/cheatsheet application to store CLI commands in one place and
served with a simple and intuitive user interface.
Tech used: Node.js, Typescript, React, SQLite.

Languages;

Portuguese Native
English Fluent
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Experience;

Freelancing Backend Developer
Jun’23 - Current | Sao Paulo, Brazil

Working with clients of the Finance sector and Retail in short term
contracts providing solutions for urgent demands and bug hunting.

My responsibilities include:
⬝ problem analysis and time and effort estimation,
⬝ bug fixing and feature delivery,
⬝ overhauling and updating unit and integration tests,
⬝ writing and updating documentation,
⬝ working closely with peers from inside the organization

Tech I use currently:

⬝ Node.js
⬝ Typescript
⬝ Jest
⬝ Docker
⬝ Github Actions
⬝ Sentry
⬝ AWS Lambda
⬝ AWS RDS
⬝ AWS EC2
⬝ AWS S3

Rocket.Chat Backend Developer
Mar’20 - Mar’ 23 | Rio Grande do Sul, Brazil

Empowered developers to create apps and integrations for the chat
platform via an Open Source Typescript Framework.

My responsibilities included:
⬝ expanding and maintaining the Apps Engine's feature set and

documentation,
⬝ contributing in design sessions that guided the technical

decisions of the product's development,
⬝ code review,
⬝ acting on community feedback by answering questions and fixing

reported bugs.

Tech I used:

⬝ Node.js
⬝ Typescript
⬝ Jest
⬝ MongoDB
⬝ Meteor
⬝ Docker
⬝ Express.js
⬝ Circle CI
⬝ Github Actions



DevGrid Backend Developer
Dec’17 - Mar’20 | Rio Grande do Sul, Brazil

Delivered solutions for different clients as an outsourced developer.

My responsibilities included:
⬝ designing solutions for system integrations,
⬝ RESTful API development and maintenance,
⬝ Cloud Infrastructure provisioning and CI/CD pipeline configuration

for automated testing, diagnostics and deployment,
⬝ code review

Tech I used:

⬝ Node.js
⬝ Express.js
⬝ React
⬝ Jest
⬝ Mocha.js
⬝ MongoDB
⬝ Kubernetes
⬝ AWS’ EC2, EKS, Lambda and S3
⬝ Heroku
⬝ Graylog
⬝ Prometheus
⬝ Hashicorp’s Terraform, Vault and Vagrant
⬝ Ansible

MOSS Open Source Services Backend Developer
Aug’15 - Jan’17 | Pará, Brazil

Developed the backend system and the mobile application for a local
client

My responsibilities included:

⬝ delivering a backend system communicating through a RESTful API
⬝ building a hybrid app using Ionic
⬝ integration testing
⬝ app wireframing

Tech I used:

⬝ Node.js
⬝ Sails.js
⬝ MongoDB
⬝ Mocha.js
⬝ Heroku
⬝ Ionic Framework


